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From the Pits to the PEAK: A New Way to Look at Making Life Changes 

By Marcia Reynolds, PsyD 

www.OutsmartYourBrain.com 

 

Making the decision to transform yourself is easy; sustaining your commitment to fully 

realize your transformation is not easy. Changing habitual behavior patterns can take 

months of focused awareness, experimentation, and reflection. At times, when you are 

giving up old ways of being to try on new selves, you will feel as though you are driving 

through a patch of fog on the freeway. When you can’t see where you are going, you get 

frustrated by not knowing what choices you should make. Your brain tells you to take the 

first off-ramp and head back to where you came from. There is safety going back to old 

thinking and behaviors, especially the ones that served you well in the past. Yet if you 

stay the course, the road will eventually reappear. Your world will forever look different 

from this point of view. This chapter will give you the tools you need to help you honor 

your commitment to transform. 

Transformation starts with an ending. You start the first phase of transformation 

by recognizing what assumptions you need to quit believing so that you can move toward 

having more contentment and a sense of direction. Even though these beliefs served you 

in the past, you need to let them go to move on. The first phase of your transformation 

requires you to say good-bye to who you were so that the work you do to bring in new 

beliefs, identities, and behaviors has a chance to take hold.  

The first phase prepares you for the second phase of transformation, the most 

difficult part of your journey. The work you have done so far has shifted your thinking, 

which in turn affects how you approach your work and your relationships. If you want 

these new beliefs and behavioral patterns to become permanent, there are still a few 
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things you need to know and do. According to William Bridges in his book Transitions: 

Making Sense of Life’s Changes, the transformation process has three phases: endings, 

the neutral zone, and beginnings.
1
 The second phase you are now entering, the neutral 

zone, is where the view gets foggy.
2
 You’ve separated from the past but haven’t yet 

assimilated the new you. You brain is in the process of weakening old connections and 

strengthening new ones, but the new wiring hasn’t fully set. You have to go through a rite 

of passage before you can relax and feel natural with the changes. 

When you first try out a new behavior, it may feel awkward and inauthentic. The 

gap between the old and the new way of being feels uncomfortable. You aren’t sure who 

you are or what you are supposed to do. If you don’t understand what is going on in 

phase two, you may either think something is wrong with you or surmise that doing this 

work was a dumb idea. Either way, you may abort your commitment to change. 

If you quit the transformation process prematurely, not only will you compromise 

your goals, but you will also lose a fabulous chance to experience what it feels like to 

stand in the state of pure possibility. In his classic anthropology book, The Forest of 

Symbols, Victor Turner describes the second phase of transformation as the “liminal 

period,” when new configurations of ideas and self-concepts can emerge.
3
 What feels 

awkward is actually your brain going through the repatterning process. In other words, 

your discomfort is essentially a signal of positive growth. This is the best time to 

experiment and reflect. When you are unsure of yourself, you should “embrace the 

mystery” with curiosity instead of distress. If you can see that life is about making 

changes and it is better to flow with the unsteadiness of the transition, you will be in a 

better mental place to accept the unknown. The more you open your mind, the more 
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options become available. As Turner said, you have the chance to enter a state of “pure 

possibility.”
4
 When you accept instead of resist what you are feeling in phase two, you 

ease the transition into the third phase, beginnings. 

The three phases of transformation aren’t linear, so you have to diligently monitor 

your progress during the process. Some changes happen quickly, moving you into a new 

beginning right away. Then you get so mired in your work you neglect your visioning 

and dialogue sessions, so the old way of thinking returns. Or the changes you are trying 

to make feel awkward when interacting with others, so you give up. Therefore, it is vital 

you pay attention to what is going on in your brain for at least a month, more if possible, 

to stop yourself from reverting to your old thinking patterns and rationalizations partway 

through the process.  

At times your upbringing may appear as the voice in your head, questioning the 

value of the excessive amount of self-focused work. For example, you might be frustrated 

with the pace of change because you were probably brought up to believe that when 

faced with a problem, competent people figure out what to do and “just do it.” This belief 

runs counter to taking the time you need to observe yourself, test new ways of being, 

reflect on the effects of your trials, and then talk about different possibilities before you 

fully claim a new sense of self. You can’t “just be it.” You must recommit to staying the 

course many times in the process. 

It is easier to live with bad habits than to change them. Many medical studies 

confirm that most people who start health regimens give up and return to old habits 

without constant support and frequent evidence of the positive results of their efforts. 

Even when your decision to change makes perfect sense and you’ve decided you want the 
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results enough to work for them, you may fall back into destructive behavior without 

certain tools to help you maintain your commitment. 

 

Deploy Your Weapons 

This chapter will give you four tools, or weapons, to help you overcome your tendency to 

find other things to do than the work of transformation: (1) powerful emotions; (2) 

positive evidence of success; (3) a community of support; and (4) the frequent 

reawakening of your sense of purpose. The transformation process can be likened to the 

Hero’s Journey. The basic structure of this age-old narrative pattern starts with the main 

character venturing forth from the normal world into a region of supernatural forces that 

challenge his or her wits and bravery. When the hero returns from this adventure, he has 

both riches and wisdom to share with others.
5
  

As the hero of your journey, you leave behind what is known only to face demons 

and surprises before you realize you have everything within your power to complete the 

journey successfully. The journey takes a massive amount of courage and focused 

determination. You don’t just shift into a confident new you. You have to be honest with 

yourself, which can be painful. You have to try out less than perfect behaviors, which can 

be distressful. You have to ask for support and assistance, which can feel uncomfortably 

vulnerable. These are the monsters you face before you find comfort in your new 

definitions of self and success. Then once you integrate these new distinctions, it may not 

be long before your restless nature will urge you to go on another journey. You may go 

on many journeys in a lifetime. 
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Yet the greatest obstacle on your journey is the crushing amount of information 

you have to deal with, which shifts you into survival mode and threatens your resolve to 

transform. The average knowledge worker spends more than half her day rushing through 

e-mails and text messages, answering phone calls, sifting through pages, and listening to 

gossip, trying to find time to work on priorities. According to the research firm Basex, 

nearly 30 percent of your workday is lost to uninvited interruptions.
6
 The moment you 

feel overwhelmed, you forget about your commitment to changing and revert to old 

behaviors. This is when I hear the justification, “I am who I am, so what.” Your brain has 

a program titled, “Who I think I am” that it prefers to play over and over, especially when 

you are under pressure.  

You cannot fully control how your day plays out, yet you can influence the 

outcome by being present and taking the specific actions outlined here to sustain the 

changes you initiate no matter what pops up. These actions will help you continually 

choose to be the self you have envisioned. You already know how to rally your energies 

to meet the challenge of new accomplishments. Now it’s time to challenge yourself to live 

the examined life. The key to taking on this challenge is to, in every moment, consciously 

choose to stick with your plan.  

The following four tools are your essential weapons for sustaining change 

whether you are facing internal demons or external demands coming at you from all 

directions. Additionally, the tools will enhance the process by helping you recognize the 

possibilities that arise in the neutral zone, making the experience more enjoyable than 

difficult. As a result of following these suggestions, you will increase the number of 

PEAK experiences you have to draw from in your appreciative dialogues. 
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1. Pick your emotions. 

2. Evaluate your evidence. 

3. Accept support. 

4. Know your sense of purpose 

 

1. Pick Your Emotions 

Both positive and negative emotions play a role in the success of your transformation. 

When you opened this book, you probably had a desire to feel something more, whether 

it was more passion, contentment, joy, or pride. Yet the impetus to continue reading the 

book and completing the exercises is more likely based on your deep desire to decrease 

stress, regrets, frustration or anxiety. You emotions have a significant impact on your 

judgment. They influence every decision you make regarding change. The intensity of 

your desire to change, whether based on a positive or negative emotion, correlates to the 

likelihood you will complete the process. You have to want the change badly enough to 

overcome the discomfort, boredom, confusion, embarrassment, and worry that pops up to 

stop you along the way. 

You must allow yourself to feel a strong emotion, with anger being one of your 

strongest motivators, before you fully commit to making a complex change in your self-

concept and behavior. An intense negative reaction to your circumstances revs up your 

internal motor more powerfully than a lightly held wish. Through extensive research, 

Jennifer Lerner and her team at the Harvard Decision Science Laboratory found that 

anger both encourages people to believe they can control their future and then motivates 

them to take risks.
7
 Many times I have asked a client, “Are you finally mad enough at 
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yourself for allowing this to happen again?” The question focuses the anger on their own 

avoidance mechanisms, disarming the blocks they had for changing. When you 

adamantly say, “Enough,” you may be angry about your circumstances but probably you 

are just as angry at yourself for standing in the mud with two good feet.  

The skill is to shift the focus of your anger away from external circumstances to 

instead focus on what you strongly desire to change within yourself. It is not your flaky 

boss or overwhelming responsibilities that make you scream at strangers while you drive. 

You should be angry that it has taken so long for you to realize that you have the power 

to change your circumstances. If you then channel the energy of your discontent toward 

what you want to change and achieve, you will be using your anger to initiate the positive 

shifts you need to change your life. You must shift internally before you can change your 

external reality. Anger can be a great mobilizer of positive action.  

However, sustained anger can be destructive physically in your body and 

externally in the world around you. Anger, frustration, stress, and the other negative 

emotions that trigger the brain to release adrenaline and cortisol will over time wear out 

your body by causing high blood pressure, heart disease, ulcers, hormonal imbalances, a 

weakened immune system, and a host of digestive problems.
8
 Also, anger can eventually 

drive away the result you want. You can drive people away with your anger, people who 

could help you achieve your goals. Brain researchers are substantiating the effect of one 

person feeling irate or vengeful on others in the vicinity, whether the angry person 

displays or suppresses these emotions.
9
 Even if you don’t direct your emotions at others, 

the measurable energy your emotions emit repels people, counteracting your desire to 

connect with people in a new, more positive way.  
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Therefore, once you commit to your transformation journey, you should shift your 

focus away from what is missing in your life to what you want to passionately and 

positively create. Determine what you want to end and then make the shift from a 

negative to a positive expression of your passion. You still need powerful emotions to 

sustain the process. Adamantly wanting something to end is a good way to kick start the 

transformation process. Yet once you are off and running, you need a positive obsession 

to sustain your efforts long after you close this book. 

 

Exercise: Giving Voice to Your Emotions  

Timothy Wilson said in his book Strangers to Ourselves that if you can discover 

the “story of why” you can better overcome your rationalizations to discover what 

is truly at the source of your emotions and reactions.
10
 After you experience 

anger, disappointment, or disgust, discover “why” by asking yourself: 

• What do I feel I have lost?  

• What do I feel I should have?  

• What are people not giving me that I deserve?  

• What am I doing to keep myself small?  

Ask yourself how badly you want what you deserve and what you are capable of 

creating:  

• What do I want more of in my life? 

• What is my heart telling me to do?  

• How can I shift my focus at any given moment to what I 

passionatley want to create? 
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Put your emotions in service of what you desire. Employ positive, powerful 

emotions to help you survive your Hero’s Journey. Remember to fire them up every day 

as you vision, test out, and dialogue about your goals. 

 

2. Evaluate Your Evidence 

Although emotions have a hand in creating your reality, you must compose easily 

attainable goals to give your brain the evidence that what you want is attainable. As I 

mentioned earlier, the brain will revert back to old habits if the change you are trying to 

make feels too uncomfortable. To counteract the discomfort, you need to frequently 

experience the feel-good payoff for your personal development work. From the moment 

you make the choice to change, you must biweekly if not daily recognize both the effort 

and positive effects of your work. For example, you can choose to be peaceful instead of 

irritated today. Yet to transform this choice into a long-lasting behavioral change, you 

need to (1) see early and consistent evidence that you can be successful at letting go of 

feeling irritated, and (2) tangibly evaluate the evidence as a positive experience when you 

journal or dialogue about what happened. 

In order to evaluate your evidence, you have to be very clear on what behaviors 

you want to create in addition to the habits you want to release. Remember that your 

brain doesn’t comprehend the word “don’t.” You have to focus on what you want to 

create as evidence of success, not on what you don’t want to happen anymore.  

For example, one of my clients, whom I will call Barbara, made a commitment to 

change but nothing happened until she identified the archetypes and specific leadership 
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behaviors she wanted to focus on instead. Barbara was a regional sales director for a 

major pharmaceutical company who had just been given a new territory to manage when 

she hired me to coach her. Her priority was to ease off her work schedule to create more 

time for her personal life. She was hoping to marry her boyfriend and have children, yet 

she was feeling overwhelmed by her new responsibility. After our first coaching session, 

she agreed that she needed to quit thinking she needed to know everything about the 

products and territories assigned to her team. This meant she had to tightly schedule her 

research time. She agreed to vision her changes and journal about her successes between 

our sessions.  

Weeks went by without her making any changes in her schedule. When she 

started postponing our sessions, I asked her to set aside a special hour where we could 

review her archetypes (email Marcia@outsmartyourbrain.com for more information on 

leadership archetypes) in order to explore who she was being when she was making 

decisions. During this session, Barbara declared her primary archetype to be the 

Detective because she based her significance on knowing more than everyone else. She 

loved when people came to her for answers even though this meant many interruptions in 

her day. Before I asked her to choose another archetype to balance this energy, I asked 

her to recall a peak experience where she was honored for her leadership capabilities 

instead of her ability to inform. She described delivering a difficult performance review 

where, in the end, her employee thanked Barbara for being honest but caring. She had 

sensed that part of her employee’s problem was based on a lack of downtime and self 

care. Barbara suddenly took in a deep breath, smiled, and said, “Funny how I saw in her 

the exact same problem I am now facing.” When looking at her own imbalance, Barbara 
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decided that being a model of leadership meant modeling the life she wanted for her 

employees. She then chose to call forth the energy of the Lover archetype to remind 

herself of the importance of caring for people instead of worrying about how much they 

appreciated her. She wanted to open her heart to being a developer of her employees, not 

just being their data support. In our next session, she shared her new model of leadership 

with me, which focused on creating venues where her managers shared information with 

each other instead of always having to come to her.  

With more clarity about what she wanted to create, Barbara designed little goals 

each day so she could walk smoothly and positively into her new identity. In evaluating 

the results of her goals, she realized the world wouldn’t crash around her if she went on a 

mini-vacation without her computer. She didn’t lose respect when she used the words, 

“I’m not sure. I can’t wait to hear what answer you find.” She celebrated when one of her 

top performers was promoted to manager because this gave her a new opportunity to hire 

and develop someone new. She acknowledged each win in a brief e-mail to me. Each 

time she recognized a major breakthrough, she rewarded herself with a new novel she 

committed to read, a romantic dinner with her boyfriend, or a decadent pedicure, which 

further acknowledged that she could enjoy her fabulous life without being seen as an 

incompetent leader. By the end of our nine-month coaching engagement, not only had 

Barbara found more joy in her life, but also the assessment ratings of her leadership 

capability had soared. Her brain finally accepted that she didn’t need to know everything 

to be a great leader. 

In short, your second tool to help you sustain change is to regularly identify, 

document, and acknowledge the evidence that you can successfully enact your vision. 
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When you repeatedly glean and appreciate what is positive about your actions, you give 

reality a chance to unfold before your eyes. You are less likely to get frustrated when 

change doesn’t happen as fast as you would like and when unforeseen events force a 

change in your plans. The more times you acknowledge the good effects of your efforts, 

the more you will flow with what you can’t control.  

First, make sure you have defined specific activities you can celebrate. Then 

create an action plan that you can weave, piece-by-piece, into your daily visions. Write 

about your victories in your journal. Talk about them with your dialogue partner. Send 

congratulations notes to yourself. Predetermine rewards and then give them to yourself to 

validate your progress. The transformation is more likely to stay on track if you make a 

point of noticing your accomplishments every day. Then, little by little, your goals 

become habits. Eventually, you become the person you vision yourself to be. 

 

3. Accept Support 

Whether you work with a coach or not, you want to amass a group of peers or friends 

going through a similar growth process to yours. Coming together with like-minded 

people will keep you from feeling isolated. Empathetic, encouraging friends committed 

to growth can help one another maintain focus even when layoffs loom, employees 

whine, the kids at home scream, health issues nag, and projects overwhelm. If you can 

find other people who are consciously trying to become better leaders, you can develop 

personal connections and create communities with others who regularly help one another 

learn and grow. 
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Though often neglected, your friendships are a great source of strength while you 

are on your Hero’s Journey. Putting friendships on the back burner when you get overly 

busy with work and family is one of the greatest mistakes of busy, working men and 

women. According to Malcolm Gladwell in his book Outliers, successful people do not 

make it on their own: “no one—not rock stars, not professional athletes, not software 

billionaires, and not even geniuses—ever makes it alone.”
11
 Your friends not only open 

doors and connect you with other people, but they also can dialogue with you and 

sometimes just be silent with you as you come to understand what you are encountering 

on your quest. You need coaches, mentors, and communities of support to provide 

sounding boards and critical eyes to help you stay on track. The time you spend with 

these people is as important as the time you spend on your work. There is no need to 

“tough it out on your own.” Asking for help is a sign of strength, not weakness. If you are 

truly committed to creating amazing results that impact your workplace and beyond, then 

you need to access the wisdom and support of others. Gathering a community of support 

is not a luxury you can put off until you have time someday. Establishing and 

maintaining your network is a critical step in your growth process. 

 

Creating Your Communities 

If you don’t have a formal community of support among men and women committed to 

growth in your company, you can assemble a community from your external networks. 

Look for like-minded people in your professional associations, in executive development 

classes at your local universities and colleges, and even in your gym classes. One of my 

clients, the regional vice president of human resources for a large financial institution, 
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asked her hairdresser to recommend female executives from other professions who might 

want to join her community of support. As a result, she found six other women who 

welcomed the chance to meet once a month to discuss their goals, obstacles, options, and 

next steps. They ended each meeting celebrating both large and small wins that each 

woman experienced the month before. This forced my client to keep a tally of her wins, 

the evidence she needed to stay on course. She also found the women were quick to show 

up or call when one member had a family tragedy. She doesn’t have a support group; she 

has a community of friends who are committed to helping one another thrive 

professionally and personally. 

When I decided to transition from working as an inside corporate trainer into an 

independent speaker and trainer, I joined a group of seven other trainers, both men and 

women, looking to redefine themselves in the same way. The group was called 

G.I.F.T.—Giving Ideas Freely Together. Formally, we met monthly to solve one 

another’s problems, share resources, and celebrate successes. Yet even more important, 

we were each just an e-mail or phone call away.  

Working for yourself can be a lonely experience, especially if you spent years 

working inside companies surrounded by people before you ventured out on your own. 

G.I.F.T. was incredibly important to me the first few years I was in business for myself. 

We added four members over the years; each of the current members had a deciding vote 

before accepting a new member. Three members went back to work inside corporations 

but remained members of the group for the camaraderie. The group stayed together for 

five years, gifting one another in many ways.  
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It is crucial to be clear about your selection criteria for inviting people into your 

network, for both formal communities and informal friendships. Choose people with 

positive outlooks who are willing to accept help as well as offer it; who will commit to 

showing up physically and mentally when you schedule time together; and who are on 

their own personal development journeys. When you find someone who seems to fit your 

criteria, ask this person to have coffee or a meal with you. If the person only talks about 

himself, he won’t be interested in supporting you and your colleagues. Some high 

achievers have a strategic mindset when they meet someone new, meaning they will be 

intent on impressing you with their genius and on discovering how you can be of service 

to them. Instead, look for people who inspire you to trust them through their spontaneity, 

their authenticity, and their willingness to share their own concerns and dreams while 

having a sincere desire to hear yours.  

Also, make sure you have at least one person in your network who will be honest 

and compassionately direct with you even when you don’t ask for it. Find someone who 

will not back down when you adamantly defend yourself.  Having at least one person 

who is willing to be direct and honest with you in a benevolent way is critical for your 

growth. 

If you find someone you think would be a good fit for one of your formal 

communities, you and your colleagues should be clear about the steps you should take 

before anyone extends an invitation to someone new. Everyone should feel safe to reveal 

what they are thinking and feeling in the meetings. Therefore, everyone has to meet 

potential candidates and have a say in who should join. You may want to pre-screen a 

candidate with your group before you extend an invitation so you can see if your 
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colleagues also think this person will be a good fit for the group. Then, when you find 

someone you think might be a great addition to your group, during your next 

conversation bring up the idea of meeting your community and see how open the person 

is to the idea. Don’t be offended if he or she declines your invitation. Their time and 

commitments are as precious as yours.  

As you nurture relationships in your community, which includes both formal 

groups and informal friendships, don’t fall into your habit of only offering and not 

accepting support. Another myth you were brought up to believe is, “I can figure 

everything out by myself.” Therefore, when you start asking for help, you might feel 

awkward and strained. You will have to override your mental programming around 

asking for help, which can be a struggle for you. The intensity of this struggle will be 

amplified by the nature of your cultural upbringing. For example, saving face among both 

men and women makes it extremely difficult for people of Asian cultures to admit to 

mistakes or limitations. A few years ago, I was asked to administer an emotional 

intelligence test to a team of economists in India. Even though I attempted to give each 

person private feedback, none of them wanted to hear their own results. They kept 

interrupting me with questions about how their scores ranked in comparison with their 

colleagues, which I could not tell them. They also wanted to know if the test could be 

culturally deficient because they did not earn perfect scores, even though I clearly 

explained that perfection was not a human option. They may have taken my suggestions 

to heart but I wouldn’t bet on it based on our conversations. They were too focused on 

being the best to hear anything else. If you cannot receive feedback from others, they will 

stop asking you for your ideas. 
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In addition to your cultural upbringing, be honest about your own professional 

boundaries about whom you will accept help from. I have observed that the higher men 

and women climb in their fields, the less open they are to receiving help from anyone 

inside their companies and possibly inside their industries. Executives refuse to go to 

training classes. Many of them will only accept coaching from a few select names. 

Stanford professor Robert Sapolsky found that many scientists spend more time 

protecting their old discoveries than considering new ideas.
12
 Through other studies, he 

surmised that the more we age and gather expertise, the more selective we become 

regarding whom we will listen to. The question you need to ask yourself and others is, 

“Whose suggestions are you willing to receive?” If you struggle with asking for help 

from others in your company, would you be willing to accept support from other people 

in your field? How about listening to people in other professions? Be honest with 

yourself before you expend the energy to gather your community of support. Then 

consider that the people you ask may also have certain boundaries. 

When it comes to your acquaintances, even your long-term friends, you want to 

regularly consider if the relationship you have with them continues to be beneficial for 

both of you. If you find that a friend is spending more time expounding about his or her 

never-ending dramas and complaining about the circumstances, you may need to step 

back from the relationship. Better to love them from a distance than to resent them up 

close. You can understand their suffering, but if the relationship brings out the worst in 

you, it isn’t healthy for either of you. This separation is critical for your own 

development. Be honest and firm about the amount of positive energy you need in your 

life. You must surround yourself with people who are committed to strengthening their 
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self-care, who are willing to admit they aren’t perfect, and who are confident enough to 

ask for what they need so they can move forward with their lives.  

Finally, to be able to accept support from others, you need to be conscious about 

your own dominant emotional state when talking so you can accept, not deflect, their 

advice. Since you launched your journey with a strong emotion, often anger, you may not 

notice when it is time to soften your strong “will to power.” Your expression of passion 

can be overwhelming. For others to feel safe enough to offer you help, you have to 

emotionally invite them into your space and show acceptance and gratitude for their 

suggestions. You have to show how much you respect your colleagues when you are with 

them no matter how passionate you are about the topic of discussion. If you don’t like 

their advice, you can still appreciate their intentions. Say thank you. Refrain from using 

the word “but,” which negates their suggestions. If you have to, just say “interesting 

perspective” and move on. You are better off doing what you can to preserve the 

relationship instead of protecting your ego. 

I attribute much of my success over the past thirty years to the power of my 

friendships. They have helped me to overcome addiction, live through divorce, grieve the 

loss of my parents, recreate my life more than once, and achieve my grand goals. My 

communities have changed over the years, though some of my friends have stayed with 

me through it all. I feel very fortunate to have many powerful, compassionate, humorous, 

generous, and courageous men and women in my life. In mobile societies like mine 

where neighbors tend to be strangers, communities of choice are more essential to 

happiness than ever before.  
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4. Know your sense of purpose 

Alfred Adler, one of the founding fathers of psychoanalysis, felt that mental health 

depended on having a life purpose focused on the greater good. A key theme that runs 

through much of his work is the need to develop social interest based on a sincere 

“community feeling.”
13
 He focused on the word feeling as I did in chapter 6 to 

differentiate the sense of purpose from specific actions. Whatever gives you the sense 

that you are a part of something bigger than yourself is essential to your happiness and 

your ability to expand your self-concept. If you do not act with this broader sense of 

purpose, you will struggle with “maladjustment or dysfunction.”
 
Lacking a sense of 

purpose drains your joy and stresses your mental health.
 

Therefore, your fourth weapon is to use your sense of purpose to keep your head 

above the chaos. It is not the magnitude of your purpose that will calm your soul. It is the 

value you believe you are giving in the moment and the recognition that what you offer is 

“enough” even though you are hell-bent on accomplishing grand goals.  

For example, I once left a workshop early to make sure I got through the Friday 

afternoon security line at an airport in Washington, DC in time to catch my flight home. I 

had not been home for more than a day in three weeks. I was looking forward to spending 

the weekend quietly unpacking, answering my mail, and enjoying the company of my 

boyfriend. When I got to the gate, people were swarming around the agent because the 

flight was delayed. Anyone who had to make a connection, including me, might need to 

find another flight or spend the night somewhere other than home. The closer I got to the 

desk, the louder the disgruntled passengers were screaming. Adrenaline surged through 

my blood; if I didn’t make my demands known, I might be stuck in Washington. I 
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maneuvered my way toward the front of the crowd. I ignored the complaints feeling I had 

the right to be pushy. When I got to the desk, I heard the agent say, “I’m doing my best, 

sir. We have the list. If we can find you a connection, we will.” At that moment, I knew 

his pain was greater than mine. As I slipped my ticket onto the counter, I said, “It must be 

very difficult helping people when all they want to do is scream at you.” A wave of relief 

washed over his face as he smiled and then turned back to the irritated man in front of 

him. My body relaxed as well. I would either go home that night or first thing in the 

morning. In the big scheme of things, losing a few hours at home mattered much less 

compared to the gift I gave the agent. When I remembered how good it makes me feel 

when I help people cope with adversity, I knew what I had to say to the ticket agent. My 

words connected us both to a sense of peace that allowed us to go with the flow of what 

life was dishing out at that moment.  

When you know that even your smile, a kind word, or your willingness to listen is 

a part of your noble purpose, you will know what it feels like to be “in alignment” with 

yourself and the world around you. You can feel contentment in your restlessness. You 

can channel your passion so that it is constantly renewed and you won’t burn out. This is 

the life energy you need to sustain the journey.  

There is a distinction between declaring a definitive purpose and living with a 

sense of purpose. The latter—living with a sense of purpose—identifies a feeling. You 

don’t need to know your life’s purpose if you know what can daily give you a sense of 

purpose. If what you are doing gives you a sense of profound meaning in the moment, are 

you not living out your life’s calling?  
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You, must discover for yourself what gives you this sense of purpose. Laura 

Berman Fortgang asks in The Little Book on Meaning, “If our goal was to feel bliss, 

reverence, or love versus to achieve this or that marker of worldly success . . . how would 

that feel? How would the journey change?”
 14
 When you release the need to know the 

definitive answer to the purpose question, you live for a feeling instead of a goal. 

Fortgang says that when she started praying to know happiness, peace, and love instead 

of the answer to her questions around the purpose of her life, her meaning became clear. 

“That’s the work,” Fortgang says, “to get back to love.” We look too hard to find a 

unique, profound, and tangible reason for our existence. If the reason you seek a life 

purpose is to feel that you are doing what you are supposed to be doing with you life, 

then your quest for purpose should focus more on feeling than on doing. You should seek 

to discover everything that makes you feel alive and connected instead of searching for a 

specific role or action. 

Therefore, instead of asking, “What is the purpose of my life?” you ask, “What is 

the purpose of my work that inspires me in this moment?” Whether you are running a 

marathon to help find a cure for cancer, reading a book to your child, or planning your 

meetings for the week, if the answer to the question, “for what purpose am I doing this?” 

makes you feel significant or fulfilled, you are living with a sense of purpose. The event 

can be as enduring as a ministry or as temporary as showing a new hire around the 

building. You may be driven to create a blog on leadership or to share your musical 

talents at a local coffeehouse. You might go on a retreat to reconnect with spirit or spend 

your spare time inventing gadgets that make life on earth a little easier. Maybe you see 

yourself as a bearer of laughter in a gloomy workplace or a storyteller intent on offering 
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hope. Your light might shine on many or warm a single soul, be it the soul of a person, an 

animal, or an old shade tree. One purpose is no better than another. Whether your role at 

this moment is a sales director, a community organizer, an entertainer, a parent, or an 

engineer, your purpose right now is whatever infuses you with the sense that you are 

providing a special gift that is important in the bigger picture of life.  

 

These four factors—a Powerful Emotional Launch, Evidence, Accepting Help, 

and Knowing My Purpose, will not only help you make the right decisions, but they are 

the factors that will help you transform your life to a peak of success. Every day you need 

to regularly choose a powerful set of emotions to fuel your drive; gather the evidence of 

your success; find your community of support; and act with your sense of purpose to 

keep you on track. Even if your journey is delayed, you will be able to stay the course of 

positive change. 

 

Adapted from Wander Woman: How High-Achieving Women Find Contentment and 

Direction (Berrett-Koehler, 2010) by Marcia Reynolds, PsyD. You can read more about 

the book at www.wanderwomanbook.com 
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